Committee on Civil Law and Procedure

Will meet at: UPON ADJOURNMENT  Date: May 27, 2004

Location: Committee Room 2

Remarks:

**HB 647 ALARIO (TBA)**
**TAX EXEMPTIONS/HOMESTEAD:** (Constitutional Amendment) Broadens applicability of homestead exemption *(Technical Review Only)* *(SUBJECT TO RULE SUSPENSION)*

**HB 676 DOERGE (TBA)**
**TAX/AD VALOREM TAX:** (Constitutional Amendment) Broadens the application of the homestead exemption *(Technical Review Only)* *(SUBJECT TO RULE SUSPENSION)*

**HB 724 HAMMETT (TBA)**
**TAX/AD VALOREM - EXEMPTION:** (Constitutional Amendment) Extends the homestead exemption to certain persons *(Technical Review Only)* *(SUBJECT TO RULE SUSPENSION)*

**SB 806 DUPRE (TBA)**
**TAX EXEMPTIONS:** Constitutional amendment to provide for the homestead exemption to certain people, certain land, to property occupied by a surviving spouse, by certain trusts, where usufruct has been granted for a lifetime and under bond for deed contracts. *(Technical Review Only)* *(SUBJECT TO RULE SUSPENSION)*

________________________________________
GLENN ANSARDI
Chairman